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Eliminating PRNDL switch I have a guy I am setting up a wiring harness and tune for a lq4 with a
TR cam and 4l60e that is adamant about not finding a selector switch for his transmission. Can I
just turn the switch off in the system tab, or will this cause issues with idle, especially transition
back to idle from moving. You have to at least have a way to tell it that it's in or out of gear for
the exact reason you mentioned. A lot of after market shifters like bmm and Hurst have a pn
switch to control either a ground or power feed depends on how it's wired. You'll have to
reference the wiring for the switch and ECU to figure out what needs to be grounded or
powered. I'm guessing your client has a remote trans controller or manual valve body
conversion. Thats kinda what I thought, but he isn't budging, nothing like a manual valve body
or anything, just a crotchety stubborn ole bastard. I;m only doing the job because he's an old
family friend. Will it hurt anything if I set it up without the switch, and if I can't get it to idle good
enough for him then I should be able to convince him to let me install one. Last edited by
cobaltssoverbooster; at AM. The PRNDL switch or range switch on the side of the case is only
needed as a neutral safety switch and for the factory shift indicator. The above post is correct. I
swapped a 4l80e in place of my nv Still using my clutch pedal as a neutral safety switch and
have zero issues. Like fast 4. Just make sure your base running airflow tables are the same for
neutral and in gear. The pcm will always use in gear tables. Originally Posted by Oleblu. Last
edited by Fast4. Thanks for correcting me. I didn't have my wiring diagrams in front of me to
remind me how it operates. Forgot it does that. And thanks for correcting me also, obviously i
didn't do all my homework. No problem guys! Just want the most accurate information possible
on this to help eliminate potential issues other people may run across. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. The GM overdrive transmission swap has been covered ad nauseam, and to be
fair, it's an incredibly straightforward swap for anyone who's even done the most basic of hot
roddingâ€”that's why we love it. Overdrive is the difference between cruising on the freeway
with an engine chugging along at 1, rpm or winding out at nearly 3, rpm, which not only burns
fuel about as quick as you can pump it but also raises oil temps and prematurely wears out an
engine if you're trying to keep with modern highway traffic. We'll talk about some of the main
"gotchas! We went with Performance Automatic's Street Smart package because it's an
affordable solution that provides everything necessary for the swap, from the converter 2, stall
to the digital controller. The main things you need to know about the 4L60E: you'll have to move
the transmission crossmember and shorten the driveshaft, and those exact dimensions are
better measured in your project than us preaching an exact number. Trucks at the time were
custom-ordered, there weren't preset option packages like you see today, and then they were
subsequently modified and "repaired" to no end with different engines and drivetrains, so your
results may vary based on the combo of options. For example, while this job typically only
involves shortening the first half of the two-piece driveshaft, we also had to lengthen the rear
half of the driveshaft. This is because the original Dana 60 was pulled for a smaller bolt at some
point in the truck's history, and while the stock driveshaft was made to work in its rearward
position, we relocated the carrier bearing back into its correct forward position. Relocating the
Transmission Crossmember. While we could've reused the original stamped-steel
crossmember, it's bulky and difficult to work with because it locates into the C-channel frame
with both the upper and lower portions of the framerail. The CPP tubular crossmember is not
only easier to install but frees up room for a tucked exhaust system above the crossmember. To
locate the transmission crossmember, we made a paper template of the CPP tubular
crossmember's mounting flanges to accurately locate the new bolt holes before drilling. Once
the transmission was bolted to the engineâ€”but still on a transmission jackâ€”we slid in the
CPP crossmember. With the crossmember installed to the tailhousing mount, we lowered the
transmission and crossmember onto the frame. We made quick marks where the edges of the
mounting flange were located, and used our paper template to locate the holes by placing it
between the marks. Using a center punch to locate the bit, we used a stepped drill bit to drill the
holes. A quick shot of paint into the newly drilled holes will protect them from corrosion and
rust. Before final assembly, loosen the crossmember between the mount and crossmember, not
the mount and transmission at the tailhousing to allow everything to settle in its place while
lowering the transmission jack for the final time. Torquing the frame bolts before the tailhousing
mount bolts will prevent the rear mount from binding or twisting during final assembly. With a
short-tail TH, there's an approximately 2. We called Inland Empire Driveline and brought them
our stock driveshaft with measurements from the face of the 4L60E's tailshaft to the center
holes for the carrier bearing, and then from the carrier bearing's mark to the centerline of the
U-joint. With those measurements on hand, any competent driveshaft shop can handle the job,
and Inland Empire Driveline was able to turn this around the same day at the hands of their
young-gun, Jose. While the electronics of the 4L60E are a turn off for some, don't let that scare

you from enjoying this swap's plug-and-play benefits. The Simple Shift comes complete with
additional wiring for manual shifting and other features, but only needs a constant 12v,
switched 12v, and brake-lamp input to get the job doneâ€”it's easier than wiring in a stereo!
Without it, you'll see Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC 71, Engine Speed Circuit Low; this is not an
issue, though you may notice higher part-throttle shift points when the transmission is cold.
Otherwise, Performance Automatic provides detailed instructions on which Vehicle Speed
Sensor VSS sub-harness to use for your specific application, and all connectors are mutually
exclusive, so there's no crossing wires. The remote-mount TPS essentially replaces the
kick-down cable of our TH, making for a compact installation at the carburetor, though you'll
have to find a home for the TPS sensor itself. We elected to stuff ours in a Dodge Demon press
kit boxâ€”because why not? It's worth mentioning that unless there's tension on the cable, you
will get a trouble code for low TPS voltage. You may have to adjust the linkage geometry using
different holes in the TPS arm bracket to get the correct amount of travel that both maximizes
full-throttle TPS travel while still returning with the aforementioned gap. The LED's duty cycle
when flashing indicates throttle position as you floor the accelerator with the engine off. You
might see it go solid before you've reached full throttle, but you can confirm calibration after an
initial full-throttle sweep by confirming that the LED only turns solid at, or just before, full
throttle afterward. The 4L60E also does not need a vacuum signal to operate, as it's able to
calculate load from the TPS eliminating the vacuum modulator. Make sure you have the right
combination of vacuum tees, caps, or unions to eliminate it, or find something to take its
placeâ€”like our Auto Meter vacuum gauge. We got lucky with our original column shifter's
adjustment; as-is, we were able to engage Drive in the standard position while also being able
to select First gear an extra detent over the P, N, D, 2, 1 pattern of the TH If you find that the
transmission is not engaging Drive at the selector while the column shifter is resting in the
proper Drive position, you may need to adjust the shift linkage. This is easily done under the
hood at the column, where an adjustment sleeve can be loosened and slid along the shift rod to
clock the shifter so it can safely engage the Drive through First-gear detents. Close Ad. Phillip
Thomas Writer, Photographer. Shortening the Driveshaft. Wiring the Main Harness. Vacuum
Lines Be Gone! Column Shifter Adjustment. Parts Breakdown. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Remember Me? What's New? Results 1 to 5 of 5. Thread Tools Show Printable Version.
OS - Silverado. Did a bench tune for the customer. Set the trans from 4L60E to Manual.
Customer is getting a no start. He is telling me the truck thinks its in gear. Is it not starting
because because of a lack of neutral safety switch on the clutch pedal? From memory, the ECU
could care less what gear it's in for starting. The neutral safety is a physical layer safety device,
not ECU dependent. The selector function is to allow the ECU to work in the appropriate tables.
Manual ECUs work out of the Drive tables anyway. You can try changing the settings and see.
Set it how a manual is set. Is he running a manual? On TH swaps I like to leave them as auto
files and ad a selector switch for better drivability characteristics. I don't think the PCM cranks
the starter on the trucks If it's not even cranking the starter, he's probably got an electrical issue
or a VATS issue. Stock 5. Actually, I think the range selector switch the switch that tells the
truck where the driver has the shifter in an auto truck is on the automatic transmission If the
switch was just unplugged and nothing was done with the wires, it thinks it's in gear If I
remember correctly, there is a pair of wires from that switch that needs to be run to the clutch
pedal safety switch instead The same switch also probably has the wires that need to connect
to the reverse light switch on the manual transmission to let them work again. Just delete all the
DTCs for auto trans and it will work good. The best option would be to flash a manual tune, If
you want I can check to see if I have one you can use. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
The switch has a sliding contact switch attached to the shift detent lever shaft inside the
transmission. The switch sends 4 inputs to the transmission control module TCM to indicate
which gear position is selected by the transmission driver. The input voltage at the TCM is high
when the switch is open and low when the switch is closed to ground. The state of each input is
displayed on the scan tool as IMS. A faulty internal mode switch may cause the check engine
light to illuminate and store a PE trouble code. Then release the range select cable adjuster clip.
Depress the adjuster clip to lock the adjuster clip completely, then release the retaining collar.
Pull both halves of the range select cable in opposite directions to verify the cable adjuster is
secured. Check the transmission range select lever in all gear selections for proper operation. If
no display, check gear status on a scan tool. The internal mode switch is a complete unit lever,
manual shift detent with shaft position switch assembly. For PDF instructions, see this post.
They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are
right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends
to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and
ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console,

Alldatadiy. Internal mode switch. Find this article useful? Share it! Tags hard shift PE. How do
Reluctor Rings fit in? Take a look at Figure 1 below. The governor gear drives the mechanical
transmission governor that predates VSSs. Figure 2 Installation. The reluctor ring must be
installed in this governor area because the Engine Control Module ECM would get an erroneous
speed signal when the transfer case is in low range if the reluctor ring was located on the
output shaft. This gives a. Epoxy putty should be built up around the sensor on the outside of
the case to hold the sensor securely in place. Many people fear drilling and tapping a hole into
the transmission case. But the case is aluminum, and it is an easy job to drill and tap. The
positioning of the hole is not that critical, and the drilling can be done with a hand-held electric
drill. After drilling and tapping the hole, wipe the area clean with a paper towel and remove the
two pieces of tape. Rather Not Drill? Need to Handle a Cable-Driven Speedometer? You can
eliminate the need to drill a hole in the transmission case for 2WD applications, using our part
4L The kit takes care of feeding both the VSS and a cable-driven speedometer. Cart 0. Found a
lower price from a competitor? By messaging us with a link or listing number from for example
Amazon or eBay. We will do our best to get you the lowest price around! Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits
your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information wide-world-of-imports Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume
making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International
Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value.
Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade.
Item location:. Palmetto, Florida, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated
delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code,
destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and
receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Band, Kickdown, Flex 1. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now,
you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to
qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item
Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Wide World Of Imports wide-world-of-imports Search
within store. Items On Sale. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller
has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 4 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 4. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. OEM
Replacement. Save a bundle here over the cost from a dealership. Skip to main content. Email

to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information usa. Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Ships to:. United States and many
other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Mon. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. OEM Solenoids. Store usa. Search within store. If the engine
computer gets bad info than it's extremely likely it's going to send bad control info to the
transmission. Luckily, it is not very expensive and a rather 'easy' replacement. Mounts
externally on the transmission case. OEM Part No. This is generally a high failure item and many
times the cause of shifting issues. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but
the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 20 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Payment methods. Feedback on usa. Positive feedback. Back to home page Return to
top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. Does not apply. International Priority Shipping. This part is legal for sale or use on
Emissions Controlled Vehicles, Uncontrolled Non-Emissions Controlled Vehicles, and Racing
Use Only Vehicles because it does not affect vehicle emissions and is not covered by emissions
regulations. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in Fasteners and Hardware View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in Cooling - View All. Also in
Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also in Data Acquisition - View
All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in Electrical - View All. Also in
Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in Nitrous - View All. Also in
Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Larger Image. In Stock. Add to Wish List. This is
why you see so many Pro Stick shifters at the race track. Then add a black anodized billet
aluminum Magnum Grip
2004 ford explorer 40
toyota tundra torque specs
car gurus kia sorento
shift handle with replaceable side grip plates, matching aluminum trigger, and finish it off with
a black anodized aluminum cover with quick release pins. You end up with one good looking
bullet-proof race shifter. Optional Forward and Reverse shift pattern gate plates are available for
most popular 2, 3, and 4-speed transmissions. This model Pro Stick comes out of the box ready
for action for most popular 3-speed transmissions, includes a 5-foot Super Duty shift cable,
brackets, levers, hardware, and detailed instructions for an easy installation. Be sure to check
out all the optional Magnum Grip side grip plates including plates with one or two buttons volt

momentary switches or any of the other accessories we offer for the Pro Stick in the Shifter
Accessories section. Overall Dimensions - 8. Part In The Box set up for 3 or 4-speed Shifter
hardware black cover 5 Ft. Tech Resources Tech Resources. Some parts are not legal for use in
California or other states with similar regulations.

